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About This Game

TublerVR is a game designed for virtual reality. It's up to you to help the tublers to grow and collect the rare blue mushroom.
Activate bridges with a simple touch and allow the tublers a save passage.

In this game you stand in the middle of a tubler mushroom village. There you will take control of every tublers path simply by
using your wand (controller) to activate and deactivate the bridges you want. Just touch the switches at the poles around you to

activate a bridge.

A switch can have different colors indicating its current state

white: not selected, not activated

red: selected, not activated

green: possible connection to the red switch

blue: connected

If you want to activate a bridge, touch/select a "white" switch so it turns red, then touch/select a green one and a bridge is
formed. Be aware, bridges cannot be established crossing each other and they can't be formed at large angles. Touch a white

switch and all possible connections are marked "green".
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To deactivate a bridge touch one of the blue switches

By selecting and activating the proper bridge-connections, you help the tublers to grow and collect the rare blue mushroom. A
level is won if you were able to place 6 blue mushrooms in the mushroom shrine. The level is lost, if three tublers have fallen to

their death.

Save the tublers!
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Title: TublerVR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Reto Kolly
Publisher:
SiliconWetware
Release Date: 29 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4590/AMD FX™ 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: HTC Vive

English
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4\/10
This seems like there is a good game in here somewhere. Unfortunately the devs forgot to include any kind of instructions or
tutorial, so I couldn't figure out what to do.
I think I would avoid this until it comes with an explanation of what you are to do.
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